The tastemakers
developing flavors
with AI
“Computational
creativity”
helps McCormick
& Co. use data,
AI and consumer
preferences to
accelerate flavor
development for
its dozens of
global brands.”
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The challenge: Changing taste
If an algorithm has no tongue, how can it help one of the world’s
largest tastemakers create new flavors? The same way AI does
anything: with a steady diet of data.
McCormick & Company certainly has plenty of consumer data,
as it’s constantly following their interests and demands. Yet it’s an
awesome task, considering McCormick’s 17,000 products in 150
countries.
After hearing a public radio segment about Watson in 2015,
one of McCormick’s scientists got an idea. As Brian Farkas,
McCormick’s current chief science officer, explained at Think 2020,
his predecessors thought AI might be just the thing to address the
company’s major imperatives:
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“AI is providing
a significant
competitive edge in
helping us address
challenges far
beyond the ones that
most people would
think about.”
–Brian Farkas
chief science officer, McCormick
at Think 2020.

The approach: AI on the menu
When McCormick began its partnership with IBM five years ago, the
secret ingredient wasn’t just AI. It’s been empowering and inspiring
McCormick’s flavor experts, who now consider AI as simply another
tool in their culinary arsenals.
“We included our product developers from the very beginning,”
Farkas said. “AI and computational creativity is no different from
any other instrument that we have in the laboratory, like a GC mass
spectrometer—if the human doesn’t interface with it, it doesn’t do
any good. We really needed to bring our product developers along, to
realize that they could have an improved starting point and their speed
of development has increased.”
Indeed, knowing where to start and eliminating early options
can be some of the most challenging work when a new flavor or
product request comes in. And McCormick’s scientists must not
only satisfy the company’s needs for its own consumer brands but
also external clients seeking help with products or flavorings. These
outside partnerships account for around 40% of McCormick’s flavor
development work.
Historically, flavor scientists and product developers might create
dozens of formulas before narrowing in on what was requested. Now,
a seed formula is fed into an AI database of flavors. The flavor team
can then work within the system to determine promising formulas and
greatly reduce the number of samples it needs to make.

The impact: New flavors, new recruits
McCormick has found the benefits of AI have stretched far beyond
the lab, according to Farkas:
• More natural, healthy and wholesome offerings
• Improved sustainability and carbon footprint
• More agile operations with clients and workers
One of the biggest advantages of the platform has been
in recruitment. Flavor scientists require five to ten years of
specialized training before becoming masters, which has created
an especially tight flavor-labor market.
“AI is a huge talent magnet for us,” Farkas said. “People want
to work on the best instrumentation available, and computational
creativity is exactly that. Our teams are exploring new flavor
territories they never thought of and advancing our flavor portfolio
like never before. It’s super exciting.”
Computational creativity has proven so powerful at McCormick,
Farkas now sees opportunities for AI across the consumer
landscape.
“Fragrances and cosmetics, soaps and shampoos, wines and
spirits, and things you would never imagine, like concretes and
lubricants and adhesives. Because of our size of database and
big data, we need the assistance of artificial intelligence and
computational creativity to make better products than ever.”

Highlights from Think 2020
“During COVID-19, we’ve seen a huge increase
in interest in our online live-chat to get real-time
answers on how to prepare nutritious meals and how
to involve kids at home in meal preparation, even
making slime. As people settle in, the questions
we’re getting are also shifting a bit, to how do we
spice up our pantry items, from legumes to canned
tuna and pasta, to add flavor to everyday items and
make things more delicious.”

“AI is providing a significant competitive edge
in helping us address challenges far beyond the
ones that most people would think about, in terms
of flavor and cost of materials. AI is helping us
to develop more healthy products and address
wellness concerns. It’s also helping us in a big
part of our company, which is sustainability and
carbon footprint. It’s also making us more agile and
attractive to our clients across industry.”

“The advantage of computational creativity is, with
the complexity you can see in materials, formulas,
attributes and success evidence—it’s hard for a
product developer to keep track of all that. Artificial
intelligence uses that depth of data to generate
new and different formulations that the product
developer may not always think of.”

“We have 14,000 different raw materials sourced
from over 85 countries around the world. We have
over 500 product developers in 14 countries. We
wanted to be able to give each one access to this
instrument that would elevate their impact and
their capability around the world.”

“Fragrances and cosmetics, soaps and
shampoos, wines and spirits, and things
you would never imagine, like concretes
and lubricants and adhesives. Because of
our size of database and big data, we need
the assistance of artificial intelligence
and computational creativity to make better
products than ever.”
–Brian Farkas
chief science officer, McCormick
at Think 2020.
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